Forum of Cities that Segregate
Assessment meeting
(7th June, 2018)
New Delhi

CITY ULB NAME: GAYA MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, GAYA
Improvement in status of waste management since December, 2017

Segregation in percentage : (30%)
✓ Segregation started since December 2017 till date
✓ Number of wards 16 where segregation is happening,
  ▪ Door to door (DTD) collection : 100%
  ▪ Collection efficiency : (90 %)
  ▪ Processing (recycling & treatment of wet/dry waste): YES
  ▪ Disposal: How much percentage is being disposed? : 70%
Improvement in the following

- Does the city have by laws as per the SWM Rules, 2016- NO
- Status of compliance and monitoring- YES
- Any penalty provision for littering?- YES
- Any state policy to ban plastic?- NO
- Any other important initiative/practices adopted by city to push for segregation:- SHGs Group Ladies being deployed for house to house training for segregation work.
Has the ULB adopted Decentralised Waste Management since December 2017

• If yes, in how any wards? : 16 Wards
• Enlist the method adopted for decentralized waste management:- Composting
  ✓ Composting
  ✓ Biomethanisation
  ✓ Others
• The challenges ULB faces in ensuring treatment at source? We have space crunch is decentralized method and people are yet to be aware about the segregation at source.
Major gaps and challenges of source segregation

1. Commercial institutions, Hotel, Marriage Halls are fast growing in the city but they don’t have there own processing units

2. People are not well aware about the M.S.W. Rules, which prohibits littering at any place.

3. Vegetable Market, Fish Market, Non-Vegetable markets which produces large Quantity of Bio-degradable waste goes to dump site unprocessed.
For reference please attach

- Photos of best practices, processing and disposal sites
- Policy documents as attachment or link
- Any other documented best practices
- Please stick to the format.

*Presentation time for each city is just 10 mins*
GAYA MUNICIPAL CORPORATION,
GAYA

Thank You